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This is the latest link to GTA 4 Setup.exe file for Windows 7 64 bit, Windows 8 64 bit, Windows 10 64 bit
https://www.payloadz.com/go/58pgn0yj4xvxf The setup will help your game run smooth and enjoy playing with better graphics
on PC computer users all over the world nowadays. The game was released in September 2 0 0 9 . GTA 4 is a highly anticipated
game that's been received very well by fans and critics alike. GTA 4 has been a success on the Playstation 3 and Xbox 360
consoles. Grand Theft Auto IV is a open world action-adventure video game developed by Rockstar North and published by
Rockstar Games. It was released on September 17, 2008 in North America for Microsoft Windows, PlayStation 3 and Xbox
360. The PC version has been confirmed to run at 60 frames per second at 1080p resolution with the latest patch to improve
performance. The main features of the game are: • A major, plot-spanning mission is available in each of the game's three
cities. • Each main mission is preceded by numerous plot-building "strange" activities in each city. • Hundreds of additional side
missions are available through the prize-winning "Life" system. Side missions include off-beat jobs like fireman, ambulance
driver, vigilante, taxi driver, bus and cable car operator and police patrol. • Improved targeting systems mean shooting is more
realistic than ever with new targeting methods including auto locking on when you aim at an enemy and manual lock for when
you want to take out someone up close. • New combat moves make fighting enemies a lot more fun and effective. You can now
grab enemies, shove them in front of moving vehicles, perform a piledriver on a moving target and much more. • Improved
stealth system means you can sneak up on enemies from behind for easy pick-ups, you can also hide bodies in dumpsters or in
the back of vans for added realism. In fact, there are loads of new animations to keep you busy all the way round the city. •
Your character is living an 'Average Joe' life - going to work each day, until his old buddy Roman comes knocking at his door
asking for help with a shady deal. This starts the game rolling. • The goal of each mission is to complete it without getting
caught by the police or killing anyone along the way. • Completing missions earns you cash, which can be used to upgrade your
weapons, your car or buy new clothes for Niko Bellic - and perhaps even a new girlfriend. • New stealth system allows you to
silently grab enemies and dump them in dumpsters for later collection, grab them from behind and put them in a car for
transport and many more. • The cities of Liberty City and Shoreside Vale have been recreated exactly as they were in Grand
Theft Auto: Vice City , allowing players to experience the same environments as before.
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